
Methods of Mathematical Physics Relativity Workshop 2

1. Adventures in Spacetime.
A cloaked alien spaceship passes earth at 3/5c. They do not stop because they detect no

intelligent life. Call this event A, and let it represent the origin event (0 space and 0 time) in

both the earth and alien frames. 40 seconds after passing earth (as measured by the aliens)
the spaceship enters a dust cloud that disrupts the cloaking device. Call this event B. Light
from the ship travels back to earth and at the moment it arrives, an automated greeting is sent
back to the aliens, asking them to pay us a visit. Call this event C. 80 seconds after their
cloaking device is disrupted the aliens manage to activate the cloaking device, and by so doing
are unable to receive incoming messages. Call this event D. Our task in this problem is to use
a spacetime diagram to determine if the aliens got our message or not.

(a) Draw a geometrically accurate space-time diagram of the situation showing the worldlines
of the earth and the spaceship and the location of the events, A, B, C, and D.

(b) Use your diagram and spacetime intervals to determine when and where the event B
occurred in the earth frame. Use light-seconds as your space unit. Check your answer
using the Lorentz transformation.

(c) When does event C occur in the earth frame?

(d) When does event C occur in the spaceship frame? Check your answer using Lorentz
transformations. Thus show that C occurs before D in the frame of the rocket.

(e) Find the time and position of D in the earth frame using your diagram. Then find that
spacetime intervals between C and D and use what you learn to decide whether the light
signal sent at C arrives at the space ship before or after D.


